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SING AND PLAY THESE "OPERASTYLE" SONG HITS

By The Writers of "My Cairo Love"

"JEALOUS MOON"

Lyric by Harry D. Kerr
Music by J. S. Zamecnik

The song with the SWING that will RING and SING in your ears for days.

A tinkling, tuneful song with a captivating melody that "Gets" You

"MY PARADISE"

Lyric by Harry D. Kerr
Music by J. S. Zamecnik

A dreamy, bewitching melodious song of true operatic style—you will surely like it.

A song of love that lingers long after it has been heard.

The publishers list price of the above songs is 60 cents each, usual discount allowed—procure complete copies from your dealer.
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THREE OPERASTYLE SONG HITS

Operastyle Song Hits are all the rage now. Everybody who knows popular or operatic music and prides himself on having "all the latest hits" sings and plays Jealous Moon, My Paradise and My Cairo Love. If you too are a live wire, then you simply must have these three songs.

Try Over the Chorus Parts Below

Then you will know why the whole country is so enthused over these numbers. Jealous Moon and My Paradise have been two tremendously popular song hits and are played wherever there is music. My Cairo Love, the newest of the three, is just now at the height of its popularity.

Be all means get these songs!

SAM FOX PUB. CO.
Exclusive Publishers "Operastyle" Music
CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
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